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Keys to Successful Hotel 
Management Software 

SAFE and SECURE 

 

DSC Hotel Software utilizes a unique configuration maximizing security and reliability 
 of your system. Virtual Servers are never shared with other hotels - your data is  
backed up on secondary servers to allow instant re-installation of your system. 

 

Keep it SIMPLE 

 

The Hotel Industry is facing hiring challenges - The DSC System is designed so anyone 
can use it quickly - new employees can be trained in minutes - even if they have never 

worked in a hotel. DSC Support agreements include training for new staff members. 
 

SPEED of Service 
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DSC's effective design improves service with important functions streamlined, such  
as reservations, check-ins, checkouts and group handling. DSC Software is well known  

for providing the most efficient and cost-effective solution. 
 

SYSTEM Features 

 

 

DSC Front Desk: Reservations, Front Desk, Groups,Tours, Packages Housekeeping,         
Night Audit, AR, POS, Custom reporting and all required modules to effectively  

manage independent or chain properties from 50 to 2500 rooms.  
 

DSC Sales and Catering includes Sales Contact Management, Function Booking, 
Contracts, Menus, Departmental Reporting, Multi-day events, Conventions and 

everything necessary to run an efficient Catering Department. 
 

DSC Force One is a unique highly secure system designed specifically for military 
applications. Canadian and US Forces’ specific procedures and billing requirements are 
written into the system, with scaled back functionality to maximize efficiency. Operates 

on military servers, or on Azure Military, with no external connectivity..  
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SOLID Cloud Platform 

 

The Microsoft Azure Cloud hosts separate DSC Virtual Servers for each application 
running your DSC System - Data Centers around the world provide instant backup and 

restore capabilities, as well as unparalleled response time and security. Work from 
home, while travelling, anywhere, on any device.  

 

SAVE Time 

 

DSC Customers have told us the speed and efficiency of DSC Software saves hours 
and reduces costs. Labour is the highest cost in a hotel; reducing training time, check-in 
time and many of the daily tasks in running a hotel is crucial and one of the DSC Hotel 

Systems’ greatest benefits. Designed by Hotel Managers, DSC Software continues as a 
leader in highly efficient solutions at affordable prices.   

 

Testimonial 

“DSC Software is a fast, efficient hotel management system that staff can learn quickly. The 
costs are lower than most other systems -  and now that DSC is on the Cloud, it is the perfect 
solution for most properties."     Lutz Wolff,  BC Hospitality Legend 


